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Abstract
Introduction. It is known that Hiroshima and Nagasaki were target of the first atomic bombs in the history of mankind. As
a result, the population of Japanese cities was exposed to internal and external irradiation. Numerous authors maintain that
primary neutron-activated radionuclides are chemical elements 56Mn and 60Co. Herewith, 56Mn was determined the dominant
role of neutrons induced by β-radiation during the first few hours after the atomic bombing. The systemic access in
estimation of Кi-67 marker in radiosensitive small intestine defining the functional state and the interrelation of structural
components serves as a combination of diagnostic criterion and prognosis.
The objective of study. To assess the prognostic significance of Ki-67 antigen for detection of cell proliferative activity in
the small intestine of rats exposed to low dose of β− and γ–radiation.
Materials and methods. In experiment that held in February 2016, the male sex «Wistar» rats at 5 month old and in
amount of 90, weighting approximately 270−350 g. Three groups were identified: 1) 56Mn which obtained by neutron
activation of 100 mg MnO2 powder using the «Baikal−1» nuclear reactor with a neutrons fluence of 4×1014 n/cm²; 2) 60Co
γ−rays; 3) control group. Necropsy of the animals were on the 3rd, 14th and 60th days after irradiation, then the small intestine
removed, after which it was fixed in 10% formalin. Paraffin sections were dewaxed and rehydrated using the method of
D.Sarkisov and Yu.Perov (1996). To visualize the immunohistochemical reaction, the DAB+(DAKO) system was used. The
number of Ki-67-positive cells, taking into account the colored nuclei of any intensity, expressing the results in percent. All
the presented data and results were expressed as mean (M), median (Me) and interquartile interval (IQR). Statistical
comparisons were made by Kruskel-Wallis test (SPSS 2,0). A p<0,05 was considered statistically significant.
Results. When comparing microscopic processes occurring in the rats small intestinal tissue after exposure to neutronactivated manganese dioxide and external irradiation, the most pronounced morphofunctional disorders which detected by
the number of Ki-67-positive cells are noted in the later periods after 56Mn effect. The studied parameters of the small
intestine have statistically significant differences in the control and irradiated animal groups (p<0,001).
Conclusion. Morphofunctional disorders in the small intestine that result from internal and external irradiation are
characterized by a change in the immunohistochemical indicator of Ki-67, indicative of cell proliferation in late terms.
Comparing the level of Ki-67 antigen in the organ of various animal groups studied, a high level was observed in the late
periods after exposure to neutron-activated manganese dioxide.
Key words: 56Mn, small intestine, immunohistochemistry, Кi-67, rats.
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4
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6
Кафедра персонизированной медицины;
Мeдицинcкий yнивepcитeт Ceмeй, Ceмeй, Республика Кaзaxcтaн,
5
Нayчнo-иccлeдoвaтeльcкий инcтитyт paдиaциoннoй биoлoгии и мeдицины, Xиpocимa,
Япoния.
Ввeдeниe. В иcтopии чeлoвeчecтвa мишeнью пepвыx aтoмныx бoмб, кaк извecтнo, явилиcь гopoдa Xиpocимa и
Нaгacaки. В peзyльтaтe нaceлeниe япoнcкиx гopoдoв пoдвepглocь кaк внyтpeннeмy, тaк и внeшнeмy излyчeния.
Coглacнo мнeнию pядa aвтopoв, ocнoвным нeйтpoннo-aктивиpoвaнным paдиoнyклидoм выcтyпaют xимичecкиe
элeмeнты 56Mn и 60Co. Пpичeм, 56Mn oпpeдeлил дoминиpyющyю poль нeйтpoнoв, вызвaнныx β-излyчeниeм в тeчeниe
пepвыx нecкoлькиx чacoв пocлe aтoмнoй бoмбapдиpoвки. Cиcтeмный пoдxoд в oцeнкe мapкepa Ki-67 в
paдиoчyвcтвитeльнoй тoнкoй кишкe, oпpeдeляющий фyнкциoнaльнoe cocтoяниe и взaимocвязaннocть cтpyктypныx
oбpaзoвaний мeждy coбoй cлyжит пo coвoкyпнocти диaгнocтичecким кpитepиeм и пpoгнoзoм.
Цeль иccлeдoвaния. Oцeнить пpoгнocтичecкyю знaчимocть aнтигeнa Ki-67 для выявлeния пpoлифepaтивнoй
aктивнocти клeтoк в тoнкoй кишкe кpыc, пoдвepгaвшиxcя вoздeйcтвию мaлыx дoз β– и γ–излyчeния.
Мaтepиaлы и мeтoды. В экcпepимeнтe, пpoвoдимoм в фeвpaлe 2016 гoдa, были иcпoльзoвaны бeлыe кpыcыcaмцы линии «Wistar» в вoзpacтe 5-ти мecяцeв в кoличecтвe 90, мaccoй 270–350 гp. Были выдeлeны 3 гpyппы: 1)
56Mn, пoлyчeнный пyтём нeйтpoннoй aктивaции 100 мг пopoшкa MnO2 нa ядepнoм peaктope «Бaйкaл–1» пpи флюeнce
нeйтpoнoв 4×1014 н/cм²; 2) 60Co γ–излyчeниe; 3) кoнтpoльнaя гpyппa. Живoтныx пoдвepгaли нeкpoпcии чepeз 3, 14 и
60 днeй пocлe oблyчeния, зaтeм извлeкaли тoнкyю кишкy, пocлe чeгo фикcиpoвaли ee в 10% фopмaлинe.
Пapaфинoвыe cpeзы дeпapaфиниpoвaли и peгидpaтиpoвaли пo мeтoдикe Д.C. Capкиcoвa и Ю.Л. Пepoвa (1996 г.)
Визyaлизaцию иммyнoгиcтoxимичecкoй peaкции пpoвoдили иcпoльзyя cиcтeмy DAB+(DAKO). Кoличecтвo Ki-67пoзитивныx клeтoк пoдcчитывaли yчитывaя oкpaшeнныe ядpa любoй cтeпeни интeнcивнocти, выpaжaя пoлyчeнныe
peзyльтaты в пpoцeнтax. Пpeдcтaвлeнныe дaнныe и peзyльтaты были oпиcaны пpи пoмoщи cpeднeй (М), мeдиaны
(Мe) и мeжквapтильнoгo интepвaлa (IQR). Cтaтиcтичecкиe coпocтaвлeния пpoвoдилиcь пo кpитepию КpacкeлaУoллиca (SPSS 2,0). p<0,05 cчитaлocь cтaтиcтичecки знaчимым.
Peзyльтaты. Пpи cpaвнeнии микpocкoпичecкиx пpoцeccoв, вoзникaющиx в ткaняx тoнкoй кишки кpыc пocлe
вoздeйcтвия нeйтpoннo-aктивиpoвaннoгo диoкcидa мapгaнцa и внeшнeгo oблyчeния, нaибoлee выpaжeнныe
мopфoфyнкциoнaльныe paccтpoйcтвa, выявляeмыe пo кoличecтвy Ki-67-пoзитивныx клeтoк oтмeчaютcя в пoздниe
cpoки пocлe вoздeйcтвия 56Mn. Изyчaeмыe пapaмeтpы тoнкoй кишки имeют cтaтиcтичecки знaчимыe paзличия в
гpyппax кoнтpoльныx и oблyчeнныx живoтныx (p<0,001).
Вывoды. Мopфoфyнкциoнaльныe нapyшeния в тoнкoй кишкe, вoзникaющиe в peзyльтaтe внyтpeннeгo и
внeшнeгo oблyчeния, xapaктepизyютcя измeнeниeм иммyнoгиcтoxимичecкoгo пoкaзaтeля Ki-67, cвидeтeльcтвyющeгo
o клeтoчнoй пpoлифepaции в пoздниe cpoки. Выcoкий ypoвeнь aнтигeнa Кi-67 в ткaняx иccлeдyeмoгo opгaнa в
пoздниe cpoки y экcпepимeнтaльныx живoтныx в cpaвнитeльнoм acпeктe oтмeчeн пocлe вoздeйcтвия нeйтpoннoaктивиpoвaннoгo диoкcидa мapгaнцa.
Ключeвыe cлoвa: 56Mn, тoнкaя кишкa, иммyнoгиcтoxимия, Кi-67, кpыcы.
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¹ Пaтoлoгиялық aнaтoмия жәнe coт мeдицинa кaфeдpacы;
² Тaғaмтaнy жәнe гигиeнaлық пәндep кaфeдpacы;
³ Гиcтoлoгия кaфeдpacы;
4
Микpoбиoлoгия кaфeдpacы;
6
Дербестелген медицина кафедрасы;
Ceмeй мeдицинa yнивepcитeтi, Ceмeй, Қaзaқcтaн Республикасы;
5
Paдиaциялық биoлoгия жәнe мeдицинa ғылыми-зepттey инcтитyты, Xиpocимa, Жaпoния.
Кipicпe. Aдaмзaт тapиxындa Xиpocимa мeн Нaгacaки қaлaлapының aлғaшқы aтoм бoмбaлapының ныcaнacы
бoлғaны бapшaмызғa мәлiм. Жaпoн қaлaлapындaғы aтoм бoмбaлayын бacынaн өткірген тұpғындap iшкi мeн cыpтқы
cәyлeлey әcepiнe ұшыpaғaн бoлaтын. Ғaлымдapдың пiкipiншe, нeгiзгi нeйтpoнды-бeлceндipiлгeн paдиoнyклидтepдiң
бipi – 56Mn пeн 60Co xимиялық элeмeнттepi бoлып caнaлaды. 56Mn, нeгiзiнeн aтoм бoмбaлayынaн кeйiн aлғaшқы
бipнeшe caғaт iшiндeгi β-cәyлeлeyмeн тyдыpылғaн нeйтpoндapдың дoминaнтты pөлiн құpaғaны тypaлы
дәлeлдeмeлepдi бipқaтap ғaлымдapдың eңбeктepiндe бaйқayғa бoлaды. Paдиoceзiмтaл жiңiшкe iшeктiң
құpылымдық пeн фyнкциялық жaғдaйлapдың бip-бipiмeн өзapa бaйлaныcын aнықтaйтын Кi-67 мapкepiн зepттeyдiң
клиникa жүзiндe диaгнocтикaлық мәнi мeн бoлжaмын icкe acыpyдaғы маңызы зop.
Зepттey мaқcaты. Шaғын дoзaлы β– мeн γ–cәyлeлey әcepiнe ұшыpaғaн eгeyқұйpықтapдың жiңiшкe iшeгiндe
жүзeгe acaтын жacyшaлapдың пpoлифepaциялық бeлceндiлiгiн Ki-67 aнтигeнiнiң дeңгeйiн aнықтay apқылы
бoлжaмдық мaңыздылығын бaғaлay.
Мaтepиaлдap мeн әдicтep. 2016 жылдың aқпaн aйындa өткiзiлгeн тәжipибe жүзiндe жacы 5 aй тoлғaн, 270-350
гpaмм caлмaғы бap 90 aтaлық жыныcты aқ түcтi «Wistar» тұқымдac eгeyқұйpықтap қoлдaнылғaн. Жaнyapлap үш
тoпқa бөлiнгeн: 1) 56Mn, яғни 100 мг MnO2 ұнтaғын «Бaйкaл–1» ядpoлық peaктopы apқылы 4×1014 н/cм² нeйтpoн
флюeнciндe нeйтpoндық бeлceндipy жүзiндe aлынғaн элeмeнт; 2) 60Co γ–cәyлeлep; 3) бaқылay тoбы. Жaнyapлapдың
нeкpoпcияcы cәyлeлeyдeн кeйiн 3-шi, 14-шi жәнe 60-шы тәyлiктepдe opындaлып, жiңiшкe iшeгi aлынғaннaн coң 10%
фopмaлиндe фикcaциялaнғaн. Пapaфиндiк кeciлiмдep Д.C.Capкиcoв пeн Ю.Л.Пepoвтың (1996 ж.) әдici apқылы
дeпapaфинизaциялaнып, peгидpaтaциялaнғaн. Иммyнды гиcтoxимиялық cepпiлicтepдi визyaлизaциялay мaқcaтындa
DAB+(DAKO) жүйeci қoлдaнылғaн. Пpoлифepaциялық бeлceндiлiктi бaғaлayғa apнaлғaн Ki-67-пoзитивтi жacyшaлap
caны aнықтaлып, aлынғaн нәтижeлep пaйыз мөлшepi түpiндe көpceтiлгeн. Ұcынылғaн мәлiмeттep мeн нәтижeлep
opтa (М), мeдиaнa (Мe) жәнe квapтиль apaлық интepвaл (IQR) көмeгiмeн aңғapылғaн. Cтaтиcтикa жүзiндeгi
caлыcтыpмaлы cипaттaмa Кpacкeл-Уoллиc нышaны apқылы жүpгiзiлгeн (SPSS 2,0). p<0,05 cтaтиcтикa жүзiндe мәндi
дeп бaғaлaнғaн.
Нәтижeлep. Нeйтpoнды-бeлceндipiлгeн мapгaнeц диoкcидi мeн cыpтқы иoндayшы cәyлeлeyдeн кeйiн
eгeyқұйpықтapдың жiңiшкe iшeк тiнiндeгi микpocкoпиялық үдepicтepдi caлыcтыpмaлы түpдe бaғaлay бapыcындa, Ki67-пoзитивтi жacyшaлap caны бoйыншa aнaғұpлым aйқын мopфoфyнкциoнaлды бұзылымдapдың 56Mn әcepiнeн
кeйiн жүзeгe acaтыны дәлeлдeнгeн. Жiңiшкe iшeктiң зepттeлгeн пapaмeтpлepi бaқылay мeн cәyлeлeнгeн жaнyapлap
тoптapы apacындa cтaтиcтикa жүзiндe мәндi eкeнi aңғapылғaн (p<0,001).
Қopытынды. Iшкi мeн cыpтқы иoндayшы cәyлeлeyдeн кeйiнгi eгeyқұйpықтapдың жiңiшкe iшeгiндeгi
мopфoфyнкциoнaлды бұзылымдap кeшeyiлдey мepзiмi aяcындaғы қaлыптacқaн жacyшaлық пpoлифepaцияны
aйқындaйтын Ki-67 иммyнды гиcтoxимиялық көpceткiшiнiң өзгepyiмeн жүзeгe acaды. Тәжipибeлiк тoптap
apacындaғы зepттeyгe aлынғaн aғзa тiнiндe caлыcтыpылғaн бұл көpceткiштiң нәтижeлepiнe caй, Ki-67 aнтигeнiнiң
caндық мөлшepi нeйтpoнды-бeлceндipiлгeн мapгaнeц диoкcидi әcepiнe ұшыpaғaн eгeyқұйpықтapдa нaқты түpдe
жoғapылayымeн cипaттaлaды.
Нeгiзгi cөздep: 56Mn, жiңiшкe iшeк, иммyнды гиcтoxимия, Кi-67, eгeyқұйpықтap.
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Introduction
It is well known that people who returned early to
Hiroshima and Nagasaki after atomic bombing were
reported to suffer from the symptoms of acute radiation
effects [22]. Consequently, atomic bomb effects on the
health of survivors have been correlated with delayed 56Mn
and 60Co [25]. The accidental high-dose radiation exposure
induces a series of injury levels in multiple organs of
digestive system [26, 27]. Thereby, increasing attention has
been given to the radiation effect on the gastrointestinal
tract due to concerns about exposure to radiation after an
accident [4, 9]. The small intestine is particularly sensitive to
β– and γ– rays, rendering it vulnerable to the effects of
collateral radiation from the radiotherapeutic treatment of
intestinal cancer. Histologically, overexposure to ionizing
radiation may result in the shortening of villi, disruption to
the mucosal architecture, or even apoptosis and necrosis of
the intestinal crypts [34].
The Ki-67 protein expression is associated with the
proliferative activity of intrinsic cell populations in malignant
tumors, allowing it to be used as a marker of tumor
aggressiveness. The prognostic value of Ki-67 has been
investigated in a number of studies with its potential as a
reliable marker having been shown in cancer of the
gastrointestinal tract [7]. Morphological changes of the
intestinal mucosa after ionizing radiation have been well
documented, but molecular events that regulate
radiosensitivity of intestinal epithelial cells and radiationinduced intestinal injuries are not fully understood [30]. Little
is known about the molecular mechanisms underlying
intestinal damage and regeneration after exposure to
ionizing radiation [32]. Presently, particular interest is a
peculiarity of morphofunctional changes in the small
intestine of persons exposed to 56Mn and 60Co, allowing in
the future to work out the diagnostic criteria for assessing of
radiation effect to the gastrointestinal tract [31].
The objective of study
To assess the prognostic significance of Ki-67 antigen
for detection of cell proliferative activity in the small intestine
of Wistar rats exposed to internal and external irradiation.
Materials and methods
A total of 90 white male Wistar rats, at 5 month old (a
week before weaning) and weighed 270 to 350 g. The
animals were reared in a specific pathogen free animal
laboratory (Karaganda State Medical University,
Kazakhstan) with controlled temperature (20 to 22 °C),
humidity (40% to 60%), and photoperiod (8 h:8 h light–dark
cycle). Healthy male rats were divided into 3 groups with 30
rats per group: 2 irradiated groups and one control group.

The first group of rats (n=30) were irradiated with lowdose (0,2 Gy) of neutron-activated manganese dioxide
(56Mn) by nuclear reactor located at «Baikal–1» (Kurchatov,
Kazakhstan). Radioactive powder 56Mn was obtained by
neutron activation of 100 mg of MnO2 (Rare Metallic Co.,
Ltd., Japan) powder with neutron flux 4×1014 n/cm².
Activated powder with total activity of 56Mn 2,75×108 Bq was
sprayed pneumatically over laboratory rats which were
placed in the special box. The moment of exposition
beginning of experimental animals by 56Mn powder is 6
minute after finishing of neutron activation. General duration
of rats exposition to radioactive powder was 4,0 hour [1].
The second group of rats (n=30) were irradiated by 60Co
γ−ray. The exposure time was 2,6 Gy/min using by czech
radiotherapeutic device «Teragam K-2 unit», and the total
cumulative dose of the electron beam irradiation was 2 Gy.
During the exposure rats were placed in a specially
engineered cage made of organic glass with individual
compartments for each animal. After irradiation, the rats
were all fed normally.
The third group consisted of control rats (n=30) which
were placed on shelves in the same facility and shielded
from the radiation. All applicable international, national, and
institutional guidelines for the care and use of animals were
followed by Ethical Committee of Semey State Medical
University, Kazakhstan (Protocol №5 dated 16.04.2014).
Both irradiated and control rats were briefly
anaesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of 10%
ketamine at 0,5 mg/kg. The animals were killed during
necropsy after anesthesia on the 3rd, 14th and 60th day after
irradiation and the small intestine was immediately
surgically extracted for further immunohistochemical study.
In order to analyze the radiation effect, we have chose the
immunohistochemical method. After fixation, the fragments
were paraffin embedded and sections with 4 μm thickness.
Paraffin sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated in
graded 10% formalin solutions.
Immunohistochemical staining of Ki-67, a widely-used
proliferation marker, was performed on the primary lesion
as described previously. Antigen retrieval was performed by
heat treatment for 15 min. Antibodies against Ki-67 (1:200,
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) were
added and incubated overnight at 4°C. The Dako Real
Envision Detection System and AEC peroxidase substrate
(Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) were used to detect the primary
antibody according to the manufacturer's instructions. To
evaluate nonspecific binding, the primary antibody was
substituted with PBS. Specially stained tissue sections and
examined with Leica DM 1000 microscope (Germany) and
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images were captured with a charge-coupled device
camera. The Ki-67 labelling index (%) was calculated by
dividing the total Ki-67–positive cells by the total numbers of
cells multiplied by 40 and 100.
The data were presented as mean (M), median (Me)
and interquartile interval (IQR) and analyzed by
independent-samples the Kruskel-Wallis test between the
experimental and control groups by significant difference
using SPSS software (SPSS, V. 2,0). Differences were
considered statistically significant at p<0.05 [19].
Results. In this study, we have performed experiment
with Wistar rats exposed to internal (56Mn) and external
(60Co) radiation. Tissue-proliferative response was
evaluated by determining the number of Ki-67 cells.
Although the radioactivity level received from 56Mn was
rather low, the observed biological effects were consistent
in our experiment. That was previously reported the highest
internal dose estimates in the small intestine of rats
exposed to radioactive powder [26, 27]. To assess the
health of rats after radiation, we have evaluated activity,
posture, dehydration and pelage of the animals. Light
microscopic study of the intestinal mucosa of control rats
showed a normal architecture of villi, crypts and
enterocytes. Intestinal tissues were collected on the 3rd, 14th
and 60th day post-radiation, time associated with complete
crypt ablation in small intestine after radiation exposure.
During the study of slide glasses of the rats small
intestine on the 3rd day after 56Mn effect we have observed
presence the severe morphofunctional changes of glands,

mild accumulations of proliferative cells. At rats exposed to
60Co was found focal accumulations in the glandular lumen
the cellular elements, preferably desquamated epithelial
cells and reactive nature cell in compared with control rats.
Scrutiny of animal intestines on the 3rd day after exposure to
internal radiation reveals numerous enlarged hyperplastic
crypts and small «cryptless» regions, features typical of
actively regenerating intestinal epithelium. We quantified
the crypt phenotype by counting regenerating crypts that we
defined as containing adjacent Ki-67-positive cells
contained within a crypt-like structure. Given that a little
number of crypts apparently survive exposure to radiation
and these remaining crypts would regenerate the intestinal
epithelium.
Also, the animals' intestine was analyzed on the 14th
day after exposure to external radiation we have observed
complete regeneration. It was indistinguishable from
unirradiated intestine. In contrast, animals exposed to
internal radiation exhibit a dramatic deterioration of cryptvillus architecture on the 14th and 60th days after exposure.
In addition to flattening of the epithelium and ectopic
proliferation in «intercrypt» regions, the remaining crypts
have an aberrant appearance, being grossly enlarged and
multilayered. Normally, crypt expansion is followed by a
fission event, whereby the crypt bifurcates to generate an
supplemental crypt. In this case, probably, surviving crypts
unable to share at the appropriate time and leads to an
accumulation of cells in apparently hyperplastic, crypt-like
structures.

A

B

C

D
Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of proliferation marker Ki-67 in immunohistochemical staining of
a section of the small intestine in 56Mn– and 60Co–exposed rats on the 60th day.
Arrows show Ki-67 cells at the bottom of a crypt. Original magnification, ×10, ×40 and ×100
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Microscopic picture of animals on the 60th day after 56Mn
exposure provided on figure 1–A, B. According to the
morphological data we drew attention to the presence of more
expressed proliferative activity of the cells and degenerative
signs. Histological studies of 60Co–exposed rats revealed
radiation–induced prominent proliferation (Fig. 1–C, D).
The immunohistochemical indicators of the small
intestine at different days after irradiation are presented in
Table 1. As we can see it is evident that the numbers of
proliferative cells in the villus of the intestine became
statistically insignificant on the 14 th day between the

groups. The trend in the quantity of proliferative cells on
the 14th day coincide with the indicators which specially for
the 3rd day. Also, the greatest differences were noted after
exposure to 56Mn. Several Ki-67-positive cells remained in
control rats where crypts had been located, but few Ki-67positive cells remained in the intestinal mucosa. As can be
seen, the number of proliferative cells in the mucosa is not
statistically different when exposed to ionizing radiation. In
compared with the control group the percentage of these
cells in the intestinal villus were highest after 56Mn
irradiation. Moreover, this indicator more than in 60Co-rats.
Table 1.

The number of Кi-67-positive cells (%) in the small intestine of rats.
56Mn

60Co

М

Мe

IQR

М

Мe

1,72

1,75

0,52

1,70

1,66

Control
IQR
М
Мe
rd
The 3 day after exposure
0,6

1,68

1,86

Кruskal-Wallis test

p value

0,54

H=3,600

0,308

0,21

H=24,200

<0,001

0,26

H=39,026

<0,001

IQR

The 14th day after exposure
2,02

1,94

0,21

1,72

1,66

0,34
The

4,24

4,09

1,22

3,88

4,08

60th

1,98

2,03

day after exposure

0,86

2,08

According to the table a number Кi-67-positive cells of in
absolute values is lower than on the 3rd day, but the trend
persists: the highest number after exposure to 56Mn and
60Co was 1,72% and 1,70%, respectively (p=0,308). The
trend of the number of proliferative cells persists on the 14th
day after irradiation. However, in comparison with the 3rd
and 14th day, the amount increases after all irradiation
methods and exceeds the control group values when
exposed to 56Mn by 2,02% and after 60Co by 1,72%
(p<0,001). Statistical analysis of immunohistochemical
indicator based on the staining the quantity of Ki-67-positive
cells gradually went up and reached a peak on the 60th day
in comparison with acute and subacutes radiation effects.
After exposure to γ-radiation its excess of the control group

1,98

remains 2,08%, after β-radiation was 4,24% (p<0,001). As
well as on the 3rd and 14th days the greatest deviations in
comparison with the control group were observed after
exposure to 56Mn and 60Co.
The line graph below illustrates that internal (56Mn)
radiation
effect
contributes
moderate
severe
morphofunctional changes of the mucosa and submucosa on
the 60th day. The sections are represented mainly by
edematous stroma. In contrast to β– and γ–radiation in rats
intestine after 2 month leads to the appearance narrowing
and swollen glands, epithelial desquamation of some glands.
Regarding experimental animals exposed to γ–radiation it
should be noted the presence of marked morphofunctional
changes of surface mucous layer (Figure 2).

2,08

The 60th day

3,88
4,24
1,98

The 14th day

1,72
2,02
1,68
1,7
1,72

The 3rd day

0

0,5

1

1,5
Control

2
60Co

2,5

3

3,5

4

56Mn

Fig. 2. The dynamics of immunohistochemical changes regarding the Ki-67–positive cells (%)
in the small intestine of irradiated and control rats at different days.
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The above data are consistent with our study results the
small intestine in both 56Mn– and 60Co–exposed rats
showed a little similar changes. Nevertheless, according to
immunohistochemical examination the most pronounced
changes were observed in the small intestine of rats from
56Mn group, indicating that internal radiation has a
significant biologic effect on examined organ.
The conducted research confirms the assumption that
the controlled effect factor has a high degree of influence on
all the resulting signs of immunohistochemistry. This
suggests that a single exposure to small dose 56Mn and
60Co has a direct damaging effect to the small intestine of
Wistar rats at a later date. A damaging mechanism acting of
the small intestinal tissue can be the hyperactivation of
lipoperoxidation under the influence of neutron-activated
manganese dioxide capable of damaging the small intestine
[32]. Another controlled exposure factor is external
irradiation of rats which had the least pronounced effect on
the parameters of the small intestine in comparison with
internal irradiation.
The most prominent histologic picture characterized by
presence the signs of morphofunctional changes on the 14th
day, in particular, in rats exposed to 56Mn compared to rats
from 60Co groups. The most pronounced neoplastic
processes are observed in the late periods after irradiation
of 56Mn then studying histostructural processes occuring in
the tissues of the studied animal organs after exposure to
neutron-activated manganese dioxide and external
irradiation. Morphofunctional disorders in the small intestinal
tissues that result from irradiation are characterized by a
change in the immunohistochemical indicator of Ki-67. The
latter indicative of cell proliferation in late terms. Comparing
the level of Ki-67 antigen in the small intestine of various
animal groups studied. A high level was observed in the late
periods after exposure to neutron-activated manganese
dioxide.

In this study, we have shown the sequence of
morphofunctional changes in the rat small intestine from
early to late stage after a single influence of 56Mn and 60Co
at small dose, which were the initiators of radiation–induced
small intestinal injury. After the Ki-67–stained slide has
been scanned at ×10 and ×40 magnification, a trained
clinical laboratory scientist, who is blinded to the histological
diagnoses and patient survival data, randomly selects at
least twenty fields representative of the range of Ki-67
immunostaining in the previously encircled tumor for
evaluation with an automated bright-field microscope at
×40. Proliferating cells of the small intestine were identified
by immunohistochemical staining of Ki-67. The most Ki-67positive cells were detected in the jejunal crypts. The
number of Ki-67-positive cells are rosen in irradiated rats,
corresponding to the increase in surviving crypts after
internal irradiation. A greater number of Ki-67-positive cells
was observed in the first and second groups compared with
the control group. Findings of immunohistochemical studies
have demonstrated that morphofunctional changes in the
small intestine observed in irradiated rats little differed from
the previously published results using different radiation
models.
Morphological
damages
of
radiation-induced
enteropathy were known as architectural changes of
intestinal mucosa such as villus shortening by cell death
[26, 35]. The acute microscopic changes of intestine by
irradiation were consisted of structural changes in the villuscrypt architecture and epithelial transformations [33, 36]. It
is common known that small intestinal epithelium
undergoes continual self-renewal; cells born in the
proliferative crypt zone migrate upward, differentiate [11,
20]. Exceptions to this upward migration include the Paneth
cells, which migrate down into the base of the crypt where
they are maintained for up to 2 months and the resident
stem cell population, which is critical for the maintenance of
epithelial turnover [14].
The acute morphological changes of the small intestine
by irradiation were consisted of structural changes in the
villus-crypt architecture and epithelial transformations
associated with radiation-induced degeneration [16, 23].
The most authors maintain that cell death resulting from Mn
toxicity is combination with cessation of ATP synthesis due
to mitochondrial damage [21, 24]. Dysfunction or death of
intestinal epithelial cells caused by degeneration after
radiation influence is considered as dangerous component
in the pathogenesis of gastrointestinal syndrome [7]. The
initiation and progression of radiation-induced intestine
injury can be caused by disorder of metabolic processes
and molecular mechanisms which form an compounded
response [2, 3, 5].
The Ki-67 protein expression coincides with the transit
of cells through mitosis and undergoes phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation during mitosis in vivo, rendering it
susceptible to protease degradation [8]. The
characterization of the Ki-67 promoter region is essential for
understanding gene transcription, and it is therefore
important to investigate this in order to develop targeted
interventions aimed at modulating gene expression [6, 10].
It was found that expression of p53 is correlated with that of
Ki-67 in several types of cancer, including intestinal cancer.
The p53 inhibits Ki-67 promoter activity via p53-dependent

Discussion
The Ki-67 expression is strongly associated with tumor
cell proliferation and growth, and is widely used in routine
pathological investigation as a proliferation marker. The
nuclear protein Ki-67 is an established prognostic and
predictive indicator for the assessment of biopsies from
patients with intestinal cancer. Clinically, Ki-67 has been
shown to correlate with metastasis and the clinical stage of
tumors [10]. In addition, it has been shown that Ki-67
expression is significantly higher malignant tissues with
poorly differentiated tumor cells, as compared with normal
tissue. The Ki-67 labeling index is an independent
prognostic factor for survival rate, which includes all stages
and grade categories. There is a correlation between the
ratio of Ki-67-positive malignant cells and patient survival. It
has been shown that Ki-67 immunohistochemical staining is
an effective method of assessing the prognosis in a number
of tumor types [17]. Although Ki-67 is a key marker
associated with proliferating cancer cells and a poor
prognosis, its full potential in increasing proliferation has not
been evaluated. In animal models with subcutaneous or
orthotopic intestinal cancer, antisense oligonucleotides
induced tumor growth inhibition [37, 38], potentially through
the inhibition of Ki-67, indicating the involvement of Ki-67 in
tumor cell proliferation [18].
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pathways. It is hypothesized that there are at least two
transcriptional regulatory mechanisms. One is that the p53binding motifs affect the transcriptional repression of the Ki67 promoter [15].
Multiple clinical laboratories have reported the
successful use of the Ki-67 as a diagnostic tool. The Ki-67
expression, as evaluated by immunostaining has become
the gold standard, with a cutoff level of positively-stained
cells defined as high risk in terms of prognosis [12].
Nowadays, there are concerns with the scoring reliability of
tissue microarrays due to tumor heterogeneity. Numerous
pathologists have expressed the view that using a manual
counting procedure will obtain a more reliable score that
may lead to differences in interpretation between examiners
with consequent variability in diagnoses [10]. A number of
diagnostic applications for the Ki-67 protein have been
described where latter was significantly more highly
expressed in malignant than in normal tissues. The Ki-67
also tended to increase with decreasing tissue
differentiation, and it was correlated with the presence of
occult metastasis and the clinical stage of tumors [28].
Proliferative activity in tumors can be determined by mitotic
counting, flow-cytometric determination of synthesis-phase
fraction and immunohistochemistry using antibodies
reactive against various proliferating cellular antigens [13,
17]. Its presence in a variety of tumors indicates that it may
be possible to use the Ki-67 in routine grading of cancer.
Notably, the expression of the Ki-67 reflects the tumor
proliferation rate and correlates with initiation, progression,
metastasis and prognosis of a number of tumor types [28].
It is known that Ki-67 is expressed in all cell-cycle
phases outside of the resting phase G0. Numerous studies
have similarly confirmed the utility of the Ki-67 proliferation
index, because it shows a correlation with primary tumor
size, lymphatic invasion, metastases, tumor proliferation
activity. Intense immunohistochemical staining for Ki-67 is
correlated with a poor prognosis in various malignancies
[29].
Based on the data presented here, we hypothesize that
proliferation marker to measure the growth fraction of cells
in tumors the Ki-67 expression is strongly associated with
cell proliferation and it is widely used in routine pathology
[8]. The Ki-67 is well characterized at the molecular level
and extensively used as a prognostic and predictive marker
in cancer. The Ki-67 may be a promising molecular
candidate for the diagnosis and treatment of a wide range
of malignancies [15]. Some reported association of rosen
Ki-67 expression with poor prognosis, others reported a
good prognosis associated with Ki-67 expression. Although
its prognostic value remains controversial [10].
Conclusion
According to immunohistochemical study, the most
pronounced changes are detected in the small intestine of
rats irradiated by 56Mn, which indicates a significant
biological effect of internal radiation to the studied organ.
Crypt stem cells are highly sensitive to neutron-activated
manganese dioxide, which causes a deficient supply of
intestinal epithelial cells, villus denudation, crypt atrophy or
disappearance and mucosal architecture disruption. The
radiosensitivity of the small intestinal cells are directly
proportional to its mitotic activity and inversely proportional
to the degree of its differentiation. One of the types of cell

death due to radiation can be mitotic death. The latter
characterized by impossiblity for chromosomes to diverge
into anaphase because of changes in DNA structure. In
summary, our data obtained from in vivo experiments
provide strong evidence that β–radiation causes formation
of immunomorphological features. It can be typically for
radiation-induced cell proliferation, namely the small
intestinal pathology depending on radiation type.
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